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Question: 1 
   
You have the following box plot that shows the distribution of average profits made in every state by 
region. 



 
Which region has the smallest distribution of profits? 



 
A. South 
B. Cast 
C. Central 
D. West 
 

Answer: A     
 

Question: 2 
   
HOTSPOT 
You have the following dashboard. 

 
When a user selects a only on the map the data on the bar chart must show only the data for the 
selected city. The data in the bar chart must change only when the user selects a different city How 
should you configure the dashboard action? (Use the dropdowns in the Answers Area to select the 
correct options.) 



 
 

Answer:  
 

 
 

Question: 3 
 
You have the following dashboard that contains two visualizations. 

 
You want to show only visualization at time. Users must be able to switch between visualizations. 
What should you me? 
 
A. A parameter and a calculated filed 
B. Worksheet actions 
C. Showhide buttons 



D. Dashboard actions 
 

Answer: D     
 

Question: 4 
   
You publish a dashboard tut uses an attract. The extract refreshes every Monday at 10:00. 
You need to ensure that the extract also refreshes on the last day of the month at 18:00. 
What should you do? 
 
A. From Tableau Desktop, open the Publish Workbook dialog box and configure the schedule. 
B. From Tableau Server select the workbook select Refresh Extracts and then add a new extract refresh 
C. From Tableau Server. select Schedules find the schedule of the extract, and change the frequency to 
the Last day of the month 
D. From Tableau Server. select Schedules and change the priority of the existing schedule 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 5 
   
A colleague provides you with access to a folder that contains the following files: 
• Sates.csv 
• Bookl.twb 
• Sates.hyper 
• Export.mdb 
Which He contains an extract? 
 
A. Export mdb 
B. Book1.twb 
C. Sales.hyper 
D. Sales.csv 
 

Answer: A     
 


